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 (PENDING) What’s up my dudes, I’m happy to inform you all that this is a very interesting text. I read through it several times
and I still don’t know what to say. It’s a text by “Akeiri Kori” and he’s talking about Sherlock Holmes and the Arsne Lupin

detective series. He’s seen a lot of tv series in the past and it’s his opinion that The British Sherlock Holmes series and the french
Arsne Lupin series are “freaks”. Because the way they present the world and the detectives is not accurate enough. He explains
how he’s watched both series and he finds that the french version is much better because it’s just done in a more realistic way.
The tone of the detective, how he talks and his actions are shown in a more accurate way. He also says that he liked the french

series better than the english one. His main point is that Sherlock Holmes and the Arsne Lupin detective series are two
detectives that don’t represent real life and they’re not needed in our modern times. He’s not a fan of our time, he’s comparing to
the past, the old days when our ancestors had the internet and could watch tv and movies, he says that these movies were more

accurate to how life was in the past, but our modern times are more realistic and accurate. He says that he’s heard that the french
tv series is like an imitation of the real Sherlock Holmes and that it’s not faithful to the original stories and that’s why he’s not a
fan of it. He also says that the Sherlock Holmes universe and the real world are very different, but in a way that the real world is
just an imitation of the Sherlock Holmes stories. He says that he thinks that he’s in the right to state his opinion and that it’s his
right to think about tv series in this way. Personally, I find this guy interesting and I like how he expresses his views. I haven’t
seen the french series so I can’t compare it to the english one, but what do you think about his opinion? Let’s discuss it. Post

navigation I totally agree. Yes, the french version of ar 82157476af
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